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Abstract
A fitting analysis resolved the kinetics in the microsecond to second time range of the absorption changes in the
bacteriorhodopsin photocycle at pHs8.0–9.5 in 3 M KCl into seven exponential components. The time constants andror
amplitudes of all components are strongly pH-dependent. In the pH range studied, the logarithms of the pH-dependent time
constants varied linearly with pH. The maximum absolute value of the corresponding slopes was 0.4, in contrast with the
theoretically expected value of 1 for unidirectional reactions coupled directly to proton exchange with the bulk phase. This
indicates that the extracted macroscopic rate constants are not identical to the microscopic rate constants for the elementary
photocycle reaction steps. Unexpected differences were found in the kinetic parameters in CHES and borate buffers.
Keywords: Bacteriorhodopsin; pH; Photoselection; Anisotropy
1. Introduction
This paper presents an analysis of the kinetics of
 .the bacteriorhodopsin bR photocycle at high pH and
high ionic strength. Most earlier studies of this type
w x1–5 were carried out at low ionic strength. Experi-
w xments at high pH and high ionic strength 6–8 ,
however, demonstrated that these conditions affect
the photocycle kinetics, favoring accumulation of the
w xintermediate N 9 . This slow-decaying species was
shown to absorb maximally at around 560 nm. A
slowly-decaying absorbance transient at around 410
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nm also displayed high amplitudes at high pH and
high salt concentration. This was earlier assigned to a
thermal M-like intermediate generated from a photo-
w xreaction of N under continuous illumination 6 . In
contrast, laser flash excitation of N did not yield any
w xM-like photoproduct 10 . The existence of an M-like
form among the photoproducts of N was later con-
w xfirmed 11 , but the above slowly-decaying M com-
ponent was accounted for by introducing back-reac-
w xtions in the photocycle 11–13 . The different inter-
pretations of these kinetic transients were caused in
part by the differences in the experimental conditions.
These included measurement of the recovery kinetics
after actinic illumination with different intensities,
and of the flash-induced absorption kinetics with a
chopped excitation and scanning spectrophotometer
w x w x6,7 , an optical multichannel analyzer 12 , or a
w xresonance Raman kinetics technique 8 . These data
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are directly comparable only for the simplest, unidi-
rectional unbranching photocycle. In any other case,
the relation between the microscopic rate parameters
 .characterizing a kinetic model and the macroscopic
 .rate parameters i.e., the raw experimental data will
depend on the measurement conditions in a complex
manner.
In addition to the above technical problem, kinetic
analysis of the photocycle is further complicated by
the growing evidence indicative of a real heterogene-
ity in the M population. For kinetic reasons, Varo and´ ´
Lanyi introduced a model of two consecutive M
w xforms 12 which were found to be spectroscopically
w xdistinguishable 14 . Their existence was interpreted
as reflecting the two distinct states of an irreversible
conformational switch, having a crucial role in the
w xproton pumping mechanism 15 . Investigation of
light-induced back-reactions from the thermally stabi-
lized M state revealed that five different substates of
w xthis form exist 16 . The formation of M was found to
w xbe biphasic or multiphasic 17–21 and both the
relative amplitude and the time constant of the slower
phase exhibited a strong pH dependence above pH 8
w x17,20 . These findings led to the idea of parallel
photocycles originating from the amino acid residues
having different protonation states and different pro-
w xton pumping abilities 17–19,21 . This concept was
supported by the recent observation of the pH depen-
dence of the decay rate of the retinal photoexcited
w xstate 22 .
The aim of the present study was to collect infor-
mative data at high ionic strength in the above critical
pH range and to extract the microscopic rate con-
stants. This first paper deals with a phenomenological
description of the laser flash-induced kinetics in the
microsecond-second time range at different pH and in
the presence of different buffer materials. The follow-
 .ing paper this issue characterizes the temporal
changes in the anisotropy factor determined by pho-
toselection and discusses possible models for the bR
photocycle.
2. Materials and methods
The purple membrane of Halobacterium salinar-
ium strain ET1001 was prepared by standard meth-
ods. The membrane fragments were immobilized in
15% polyacrylamide gel and soaked for at least 12 h
in 3 M KCl buffered with 100 mM CHES or borate.
The optical density of the samples at 570 nm was
adjusted to 1. An 8=3 mm slab of the gel was cut
and transferred with buffer solution to the ther-
 .mostated 208C measuring cell.
Absorption kinetic measurements were made on a
home-built instrument. The monitoring beam from a
feedback-controlled Xe lamp P.R.A. Vancouver,
.Canada passed through a 0.25-m monochromator
 .grating Jarrel Ash, Metuchen, New Jersey with a
15-nm bandpass and through a vertical polarizer, and
was focused onto the 3-mm edge of the sample. The
transmitted beam passed through a second identical
monochromator and was detected with a photomulti-
 .plier Hamamatsu R928 . Its intensity was reduced
until further reduction had a negligible effect on the
kinetics. The sample was excited by a frequency-dou-
 .bled YAG laser Quanta Ray DCR-2, 532 nm, 4 ns .
The partially polarized light of this laser passed first
through a depolarizer and then through a polarizer
mounted on a rotating frame. This exciting beam
illuminated a 3-mm circular spot on the sample per-
pendicular to the monitoring beam. The energy of the
laser at the sample was adjusted to 0.5 mJ before
every measurement. A Nicolet 2090 digital oscillo-
 .scope Nicolet, Madison, WI equipped with a
home-made quasi-logarithmic time base recorded the
photomultiplier signal. This time base provided 32
blocks of 64 equidistant time points. The dwell time
of the first block was 200 ns, which was doubled in
every subsequent block. The second channel of the
oscilloscope recorded a reference signal for every
flash from the exciting laser, measured with a Molec-
 .tron PM51002 Portland, OR energy-meter. Data
acquisition was carried out with a program written in
ASYST Asyst Software Technologies, Inc.,
.Rochester, New York on an AT-286 microcomputer.
All kinetics recorded with parallel and perpendicular
polarization were averages of 200 scans. The repeti-
tion time was 15 or 30 s, depending on the recovery
time of the photocycle. The quasi-logarithmic time
base of the collected data was converted to true
logarithmic. Typically 8 logarithmic points were gen-
erated within the 64 points of a linear block. The
measured set of points from a particular block was
filtered in frequency domain, using a Blackman win-
w xdow 23 with a cut-off frequency corresponding to 8
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points, and a linear interpolation was then applied to
generate logarithmically equidistant points. The first
points, corrupted by the laser flash, were dropped
before further analysis. Magic angle kinetics were
calculated by using the formula:
A s A q2 A r3, 1 . .M par perp
where A , A and A denote the absorbanceM par perp
changes at the magic angle, and parallel and perpen-
dicular to the excitation, respectively. It should be
noted that simply setting the polarization at the magic
angle during measurement of the absorbance changes
w xcan introduce errors 24 . The kinetic curves were
analyzed by exponential fitting. The fitting program,
written in FORTRAN, was based on the GLOBAL
w xsubroutine 25 . This routine was chosen in order to
overcome the problem of the many local minima
inherent in exponential fitting. Through a combina-
tion of a stochastic method for global optimization
w x w x26 with a Levenberg-Marquardt local search 27 ,
the program proved very effective in reaching the
true global minimum with high probability. A con-
stant weighting factor for every data point was deter-
mined via estimation of the measurement error from
the pretrigger parts of the traces. The fitting parame-
ter errors were determined from the diagonal ele-
ments of the covariance matrix of the least square
w xproblem 27 . The program allowed the fitting of
several kinetic traces recorded at different wave-
lengths both separately and simultaneously. In the
latter case, the analysis required identical time con-
stants for every wavelength. Conservation of material
also required that the total sum of the amplitudes be
zero at every wavelength. Thus the amplitude A of0
an unresolved component is
A sy A qA q . . . qA 2 .  .0 1 2 n
where A , is1, . . . , n is the amplitude of the ithi
component and n is the total number of components.
3. Results
The 415 nm absorption kinetics of bR at high pH
is usually described as comprising two components in
both rise and decay. The high information content of
the kinetic data taken in a logarithmic time base and
the sophisticated fitting procedure of the GLOBAL
subroutine made it possible to explore the finer de-
tails of the kinetics. In the first step of our analysis,
we determined the number of first-order reactions
necessary and sufficient to describe the experimental
data. As an example, Fig. 1 depicts the simultaneous
fitting of the 415 and 550 nm kinetics with three to
seven exponential components for CHES buffer at
pHs9.0. The result of visual comparison of the
measured and calculated curves can be considered
satisfactory, even with four components. The residu-
als, however, exhibit a definite structure, which van-
ishes only when seven components are used. Fig. 2
shows graphically the time constants and the ampli-
tudes corresponding to the fittings. The values of the
time constants are well separated and their uncertain-
 .ties represented by horizontal error bars are negligi-
ble. This argues strongly in favor of discrete first-
order reactions and against the possibility of dis-
tributed kinetics. In the latter case, the uncertainties
in the time constants would be expected to be compa-
rable to their differences in absolute values. Stepping
from six to seven components changes neither the
time constants nor the amplitudes of the first five
components. Neglect of the seventh component of
relatively low weight, however, markedly changes
the position of the sixth.
Fig. 2F supports the importance of all seven expo-
nentials for a complete description of the experimen-
tal data. It represents the result of separate fitting of
the kinetics at 415 and 550 nm with six components.
The results demonstrate that practical identity of the
time constants at the two wavelengths is satisfied for
four components. However, there is no counterpart
for the fourth component at 415 nm and only one
low-weight counterpart for the last two components
at 550 nm. Fig. 2E reveals that the missing compo-
nents have very low amplitudes. Because of this, it
was not possible to fit the kinetics separately with
seven exponentials. At the same time, the counter-
parts of the above critical time constants are of high
weight, indicating that all of them are actually neces-
sary to describe the kinetics at these two wave-
lengths. This concept is supported by the statistical
parameters corresponding to the distribution of the
residuals of fits. A plot of their standard deviation
 .against the number of exponentials Fig. 3 indicates
a definite decrease, even in the last step. F-test
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w x  y5.calculations 27 resulted in a very low -10
probability of the null hypothesis that the residuals
corresponding to the fitting with six and seven expo-
nentials have identical distribution. Consequently,
such a hypothesis should be rejected, validating the
existence of seven true components in the data. A
statement that these seven components are also suffi-
cient for a complete description of the kinetics is
much less obvious. The decrease of the standard
deviation points to definite, but incomplete saturation
at seven exponentials. The program we used failed to
find an eighth component by simultaneous fitting. A
typical result of such a trial was the appearance of
two components with very close time constants, and
unusually high amplitudes with opposite signs see
w x.also Refs. 1,2 . Since all known intermediates of the
bR photocycle exhibit considerable absorbance at 415
andror 550 nm, it is very unlike that kinetic mea-
surements at other wavelengths could introduce a
new component in the data, but this possibility cannot
be completely excluded.
After determining the correct number of compo-
Fig. 1. Fitting series of flash-induced absorption kinetics data. Solid line: Experimental data in 3 M KCl and 100 mM CHES buffer
 .  .  .pHs9.0 . Magic angle kinetics calculated via Eq. 1 from parallel and perpendicular polarization. Dashed line: fitting curves of A
 .  .  .  .three, B four, C five, D six and E seven exponentials. Fitting was carried out simultaneously at 415 and 550 nm. Lower curves:
 .magnified residuals experimental minus fitted data .
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nents, we used their parameters to characterize the
kinetics at different pH values. Fig. 4 illustrates the
pH dependence of the time constants in CHES and
borate buffers. In the pH range studied, the time
constants were either pH-independent or displayed a
linear dependence on proton concentration. If a given
step of the photocycle represents a pure proton up-
take or release process, a slope of 1 or y1, respec-
tively, is to be expected for this pH dependence see
.Section 4 . The fact that all the slopes have a much
lower absolute value is a strong indication that the
observed macroscopic rate constants reflect not ele-
Fig. 2. Graphical representation of the fitting parameters presented in Fig. 1. The horizontal position and the height of each bar with
.positive or negative sign correspond to the time constant and the amplitude of a fitting exponential, respectively. The left-most bar
 .represents the unresolved component calculated via Eq. 2 ; its position does not yield any information. The horizontal and vertical error
bars correspond to the error in the time constant and the amplitude, respectively. Results of simultaneous fitting at 415 and 550 nm with
 .  .  .  .  .  .A three, B four, C five, D six and E seven exponentials. F Results of separate fitting with six exponentials.
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Fig. 3. Dependence of the standard deviation of fitting on the
number of exponentials. The continuous line is drawn only to
lead the eye.
mentary reaction constants, but some combination of
them. Unexpectedly, the slopes of the components C4
and C7 are very different in the CHES and the borate
buffers. Fig. 5 shows the pH dependences of the
amplitudes for the different exponential components
in the two buffer solutions. In contrast with the time
constants, a linear dependence is not expected for the
amplitudes, even for the simplest scheme of the
photocycle, and any quantitative analysis is possible
only in the framework of a particular kinetic model.
This type of analysis will be presented in a later
paper. Even without it, however, the following quali-
tative conclusions can be drawn:
 .i The majority of the amplitudes are strongly
pH-dependent.
 .ii The amplitudes of C0, C1 and C2 are negative
at 415 nm. Loosely speaking, they represent ‘M rise’
processes. These amplitudes and the corresponding
time constants reveal minor buffer effects.
 .iii In contrast with the former processes, the ‘M
decay’ components C3–C7 exhibit a pronounced and
complex buffer dependence. One of the major ampli-
tudes, C3, has a much higher absolute value in CHES
than in borate. At the same time, C6 and C7 have
small amplitudes in CHES, but markedly higher am-
Fig. 4. pH dependences of the time constants of the seven fitting
 .  .exponentials in A CHES and B borate buffer. The numbers
above the fitted linear plots indicate their slopes.
plitudes in borate, which results in an overall slowing
down of the photocycle in the borate buffer. To
exclude an error due to differences in the samples, we
exchanged the buffers in the gel slabs. The kinetics
showed the characteristics of the buffer present.
However, when we repeated the measurements with
several different samples, we found variations in the
extent of the difference between the kinetics in the
two buffers, which we are unable to explain so far.
Fig. 5. pH dependences of the amplitudes corresponding to rates C1–C7 in Fig. 4. C0 represents the amplitude of the unresolved
component. Squares with dashed lines correspond to CHES buffer, and triangles with solid lines to borate buffer.
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4. Discussion
The results described demonstrate that at high pH
 .and high ionic strength seven macroscopic first-
order processes are necessary and probably sufficient
to characterize the absorption kinetics of the photocy-
 .cle after the formation of the L intermediate s . Ac-
cording to the theory of first-order reactions, this
requires the existence of seven intermediates includ-
.ing L, but not the terminating bR form , regardless of
w xthe number of transitions between them 9 . In con-
trast, the traditional model of the photocycle involves
 .only four intermediates L, M, N and O in this time
region. This model, however, is based on data taken
w xat around neutral pH and at low ionic strength 3–5 .
w xXie and co-workers 2 recently collected a dataset in
the pH range 5–9 at different temperatures and wave-
lengths. They too found that seven exponentials are
necessary to describe the L to bR kinetics. The
macroscopic time constants determined from their
data at pHs9.0 and 208C are compared with our
values at pHs8.0 and 9.0 in Table 1. The fastest
kinetic component reported by Xie et al. corresponds
to the K-L transition, and hence no corresponding
counterpart is found in our data. The next three time
constants, however, display good correlations. The
last three components of Xie et al. are 2–3 times
faster than ours. No counterpart is found correspond-
ing to our two extremely slow components. The main
difference in the experiments is the ionic composi-
Table 1
Comparison of our data with time constants determined by Xie et
w xal. 2 from their Fig. 6C: pHs9.0, Ts208C, ionic strengths10
mM Naq; our data from Fig. 4A: pHs8.0 and pHs9.0,
Ts208C, ionic strengths3.0 M Kq
 .Time constants ms
Xie et al. This study
pHs9.0 pHs8.0 pHs9.0
0.002 – –
C1 0.05 0.03 0.01
C2 0.2 0.2 0.2
C3 2 2 2
3 – –
C4 20 10 10
C5 50 40 80
C6 – 100 300
C7 – 1000 1000
tion. Xie et al. used 10 mM NaCl, while our experi-
ments were carried out in 3 M KCl. At low ionic
strength, the local pH at the membrane surface is
w xconsiderably lower than in the bulk solution 28 ,
whereas in 3 M salt the two values should be practi-
cally identical. This may explain the differences found
for several time constants. For components C1 and
C5, which display a strong pH dependence, this
difference is less if the data obtained at pHs9.0 by
 .Xie at al. are compared to ours at pHs8.0 Table 1 .
It is worth noting here that, besides local pH effects,
the protein conformation and other molecular proper-
ties may be affected by ionic strength.
For all the macroscopic rate constants, the pH
dependence was found to be linear on a logarithmic
rate constant scale, and the absolute value of the
highest slope was -0.4. It should be 1, however, for
a pure, unidirectional protonationrdeprotonation re-
action. If a second order reaction is assumed:
k1y qX qH m XH
ky1
w qx)  .k s H k qk will be an apparent pseudoapp 1 y1
first-order rate constant. If the reverse reaction has a
<  . <negligible rate, the pH dependence of log k willapp
have a slope of 1. Clearly, if the reverse reaction
must also be taken into account, the slope will be
lower.
w xKouyama et al. 6,7 analyzed the rate constants in
the same pH range as we worked in, and found a
slope of 0.8–0.9 for the N decay, one of 0.6–0.7 for
the slow M decay and a small negative slope for the
fast M decay. These values differ considerably from
ours. It is difficult to compare the data, however,
w xbecause Kouyama et al. 6 used different experimen-
tal conditions to determine the three rate constants.
They followed the recovery kinetics at 580 nm after a
weak illumination to determine the rate constant for
the N decay, whereas the rate constant of the slow M
decay was determined from the kinetics at 410 nm
after a strong actinic illumination. Finally, the fast M
kinetics was determined from the response to a short
flash. Theoretically, these techniques should yield the
same macroscopic rate constants. However, the am-
plitudes of the different components depend strongly
on the initial conditions. The weights of the slow
components are generally much higher in a response
to the turning-off of a constant actinic light than in
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response to a short flash. Use of the former type of
experiment and a linear time base will lead only to a
first approximation of the overall rate constant corre-
sponding to a weighted mixture of the slow pro-
cesses.
Since we determined all the macroscopic rate con-
stants from laser flash experiments with use of a
logarithmic time base, and applied a constraint of
identical rate constants for 415 and 550 nm in the
course of the analysis, we were able to obtain more
detailed information about the individual kinetic
components. The fact that the slopes of the pH
dependences of the rate constants deviate markedly
from unity strongly indicates that the macroscopic
rate constants themselves do not represent elementary
reaction steps. The theoretical pH dependence with a
slope of unity holds for microscopic rate constants
only, and the macroscopic constants can differ widely
from this. A good example of this phenomenon is
w xpresented by Otto et al. 29 , who studied the M
decay in a wide pH range. On fitting the decay
kinetics with two components, they found that the
slope of the slower one varied continuously from 0 to
1 in the pH range 7–10. In their model, it was
presumed that the Schiff base is reprotonated by an
internal donor in the M“N transition and that the
donor is reprotonated by the bulk aqueous phase
during the decay of the N form. When an N“M
back-reaction was included, this relatively simple
model reproduced the above pH dependence of the
slow component in the M decay very well. In the pH
range 8.0–9.5, where our experiments were carried
out, the data of Otto et al. yield a value of 0.6 for the
average slope of this component see Fig. 1 in Ref.
w x.29 . This is far from the value of 1 expected for a
pure proton-uptake process, but higher than the maxi-
mum slope of 0.4 represented by components C5 and
 .C6 describing M-like decays in our analysis Fig. 4 .
One reason for this difference could be the higher
ionic strength we used. Another, and probably more
important, reason is that our analysis supposes much
more details in the structure of the photocycle kinet-
ics. Consequently, the pH dependences of the appar-
 .ent macroscopic rate constants can deviate more
from those for pure proton-exchange processes. A
detailed study of the relation of the microscopic and
macroscopic rate constants for our data will be pre-
sented in a later paper.
Even in the absence of a detailed kinetic model of
the bR photocycle under the studied conditions, the
pH dependences of the macroscopic kinetic parame-
ters provide useful information. One important point
is the multiphasic nature of the rising kinetics of the
M-like intermediates observed in the pH range we
w xapplied 17–21 . An earlier study demonstrated that
in the interval between pHs8 and 11 this rise can be
decomposed into three components, having pH-inde-
pendent time constants of 0.4 ms, 6 ms and 85 ms,
w xrespectively 30 . With increasing pH, the relative
weights of the first two components increased at the
expense of the third one. This tendency is clear in our
data, too. Here, the 0.4 ms and 6 ms components are
 .represented as unresolved ones Fig. 5A , and the 85
ms component is probably identical to our C2 transi-
 .tion Fig. 4, Fig. 5C, and Table 1 . The time constant
of C2 is pH-independent, and its amplitude is nega-
 .tive representing rise at 415 nm, with decreasing
absolute value at increasing pH. The somewhat higher
 .time constant 200 ms can be attributed either to the
higher ionic strength or to the larger number of
 .components mainly the existence of C1 in our
analysis. Such a pH-dependent weight was inter-
w xpreted by Balashov et al. 19 as the coexistence of a
‘normal’ and an ‘alkaline’ form of bR, both forms
having their own photocycle. In this model, the ‘al-
kaline’ branch is attributed to the protonation of an
 .amino acid residue probably tyrosine with intrinsic
pKf8.3. In 3 M KCl this should be roughly equal to
 .the effective pK see above , and therefore the inter-
mediates of the ‘alkaline’ photocycle should be repre-
sented in our data. The above-mentioned problem of
the unknown microscopic kinetic parameters and the
lack of detailed spectral information does not allow
the different components to be sorted into the two
branches. Additionally, in the studied pH range a
minor contribution of the very alkaline form of bR,
characterized by an absorption maximum at around
w x460–480 nm 19,31 , cannot be completely excluded.
Nevertheless, on the basis of the pronounced decrease
 .in their weight with increasing pH, C2 M-like rise
 .and C5 M-like decay clearly correspond in the
framework of this model to the photocycle of the
‘normal’ bR form.
An unexpected result of our experiments is the
marked dependence of the kinetic parameters on the
buffer material used. This indicates a direct interac-
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tion of the buffer molecules with bR, causing changes
in the late phase of its kinetics. An effect of buffer
molecules on the kinetics of the microsecond pho-
tocurrent component of bR has recently been reported
w x32 . It was explained by the movement of charged
buffer molecules upon protonation. This effect was
not manifested in the optical signals and disappeared
at high salt concentration, and hence it has no direct
relation to our observation. Even so a similar mecha-
nism could also be involved under our experimental
conditions.
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